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Abstract—This work deals with the behavior of a patch antenna
equipped with squared electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures
and subjected to various mechanical deformations (twisting and
bending deformations). The EBG structures have a stop band
frequency (rejection) feature, allowing the coupling and the undesired
electromagnetic interferences to be reduced. The influences of the
deformations on the mutual coupling and radiation patterns of an
antenna equipped of those EBG elements are experimentally studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication and avionic needs are increasing, and as a
consequence, the number of antennas structures keeps growing
on aircrafts. Most of the time, these antennas are prominent
objects and lead up to manifold drawbacks such as: aerodynamic
penalization, local weakening of the supporting region by the fixing
holes of the antenna, prevalent structural health control and servicing,
electromagnetic compatibility rules, etc. Patch antennas are excellent
candidates to avoid these problems: they are thin, have a low profile
and are conformable to planar and warped surfaces. Moreover,
such a solution should allow the design of multifunctional antennas,
achieved by gathering numerous functions embedded on the same
substrate. In this kind of new multi-frequencies antennas, some
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radiating elements might be close to each other, and an unwanted
coupling eÆects might arise if there is not a suitable distance separating
two successive radiating elements. These undesired coupling can
be reduced using metamaterial (MTM) structures, such as EBG
structures [1–6] and/or planar MTM surfaces such as Complementary
Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) structures [7–9]. Commonly, this
kind of EBG (electromagnetic bandgap) structures is used for planar
antennal structures but is not optimally designed when deformed due
to mechanical loads (except the theoretically study of [4]).

In this paper, the behavior of a patch antenna integrating
EBG structures, subjected to prescribed mechanical deformations is
studied. This work is a part of the MSIE† project, launched in
October 2008 by the competitiveness French ASTech cluster and
closed in December 2011. In Sections 2 and 3, the experimental
setup and design of the EBG-based patch antenna are described.
In Section 4, the experimental results are presented in planar and
distorted configurations. They show that the twisting and bending
loads do not aÆect the performance of the EBG-based patch antenna.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Due to increasing needs in navigation, communication and surveillance,
aircrafts are equipped with more and more antennal structures.
Then, the antenna radiating elements have to be closer from each
other and thus, reducing their mutual coupling arises from such
a design constraint. A solution can consist in using metamaterial
structures to reduce electromagnetic interactions between the antenna
radiating elements, such as EBG structures [1–6], Complementary
Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) structures [7, 9] and/or the planar MTM
surfaces [8].

In flight conditions, planes are subjected to aerodynamic loads
leading to the structure distortion. Flight cycles induce a combination
of twist and bend modes to wings. In order to study the impact of this
kind of modes on the electromagnetic behavior of EBG-based patch
antenna, an experimental setup has been conceived. Fig. 1 presents this
developed benchmark experimental setup [10]. It allows twisted and
bended mechanical deformations of the MTM antenna in flight range
defined by the aeronautical project partners. The mechanical system
is composed of two main parts: part A sets a twisted configuration
(Fig. 1(b)), and part B (Fig. 1(c)) is dedicated to reaching the aimed
bent state.
† MSIE (Matériaux et Structures Intelligences pour l’Éectromagnétisme/Smart Material
and Structures for Electromagnetism).
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Figure 1. Experimental set up, (a) general view, (b) twisting system
and (c) bending system.

The bending magnitude varies from °70mm to 70mm, and the
twist angle covers the whole angular range from °30 to 30 degrees.
The experimental set up allows the study of samples of 1 m maximum
length.

When integrated with an electromagnetic measurement system
(in an anechoic chamber), this set up is able to provide the
antenna radiation characteristics under the considered mechanical
deformations.

3. DESIGN OF THE ANTENNA AND EBG
STRUCTURES

3.1. EBG Structure Features

The metamaterial EBG array structure, designed using CST
MWS [11], is presented in Fig. 2(a). It consists of four EBG squared
patches of 8.4 mm side length (w), spaced by a 0.275 mm gap (g) and
fed by a cylindrical via of 0.5 mm diameter (d). This array structure
is printed on a 0.787mm height substrate with a permittivity equal to
2.25.

The EBG is characterized by the surface wave propagation
measurement, using the setup presented Fig. 2(b), where two
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Figure 2. Bandgap computation of the studied EBG matrix, (a) el-
ementary pattern, (b) EBG characterization principle, (c) waveguide
boundary conditions and (d) computed reflection (S11 (dB)) and trans-
mission (S21 (dB)) coe±cients.

microwave ports are normally set to the y-axis. The first one (port 1)
generates an electromagnetic wave ( ~E, ~H) travelling along the y-axis
and received by the port 2.

The boundary conditions (Fig. 2(c)) are chosen in order to define
a waveguide structure, for which the four-EBG pattern repeats to
infinity along the negative and positive x-direction. This is achieved
by setting PMC conditions at both of the x-locations. PEC conditions
are moreover defined below and above the substrate, assuming that an
infinite ground plane exists onto the rear substrate. Then, two open
boundaries are set at the two port locations.

Figure 2(d) depicts the reflection coe±cient S11 and transmission
coe±cient S21 associated with the computed HIS using the method
described in [5, 6] in the 4–8 GHz frequency range. It shows that
the bandgap of the MTM matrix (where the entire surface waves are
reflected) is included between 4.7GHz and 6.3 GHz.
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Figure 3. Manufactured antennas, (a) conventional and MTM full
antennas, (b) conventional antenna zoom in and, (c) MTM antenna
zoom in.

3.2. Antenna Coupling Reduction Using EBG Structures

Two 8-patch antenna arrays (Fig. 3(a)) were designed to run in the
MTM bandgap previously pointed out, around 6 GHz. The first
antenna is a conventional one, composed of 8 patches of 15.64 mm
length and 20 mm width regularly spaced with a 50 mm gap printed
on a 503.84 mm£ 67mm£ 0.787mm dielectric substrate (RT/Duroid
5880) having a relative permittivity of 2.2 ± 0.02. The second one,
hereafter named MTM antenna, consists in the conventional antenna,
with 4£6 squared EBG patterns integrated between patches. Detailed
structures of these two antennas are presented in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c)
near patches 4 and 5. Specific dimensions of EBG patterns are given
Fig. 4.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTED RESULTS

Experimental and computed S-parameters and radiation patterns
around 6.0GHz are compared in this section. Results are presented for
patches 2, 4 and 7, located in regions of the antenna where 3 particular
mechanical strain states are obtained (Fig. 3(a)). Indeed, close to the
twisting system (patch 2) — clamping for the bending tests- maximum
mechanical strains will be obtained. On the other hand, close to the
bending system (patch 7) — clamping for the twisting tests-mechanical
strains are minimal, but important vertical displacement are observed



Figure 4. Inserted EBG component (D = 50 mm, Lp = 15.64mm,
Wp = 20mm, Wsub = 67 mm, x

feed

= 4.7 mm).

in bending test. Finally, patch 4 corresponds to an intermediate
mechanical behavior.

4.1. S-parameters

First, Fig. 5 presents measured (blue) and computed (red) reflective
(Sii) and transmitting (S

ij

, i 6= j) parameters in the planar state
(non-deformed antenna). The solid and dotted curves respectively
correspond to measured parameters for conventional and MTM
antennas. Experimental and numerical results are in a good agreement.

It can be observed that the computed reflection parameters Sii
have a very good adequacy for both the antennas. On the other hand,
a tiny shift (about 20 MHz) can be noted for the experimental ones.
The introduction of EBG patterns (MTM antenna) induces a maximal
coupling reduction (S

ij

parameters) about 12 dB through computations
and 30 dB through experimental measurements for a 6 GHz frequency.
It can also be noted that the experimental bandgap is narrower than
the numerical one.

The influence of twisting and bending loads on reflective and
transmitting S-parameters, measured with (solid curves) and without
(dotted curves) MTM, are respectively shown for a 30± twist angle in
Fig. 6 and for a °70mm tip displacement in Fig. 7.

It clearly appears that the S-parameters are non-sensitive to the
mechanical distortions, whatever the considered antenna. Moreover,
the metamaterial decoupling features are maintained meanwhile the
MTM antenna is deformed.
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Figure 5. Measured and simulated S-parameters in the planar case.

4.2. Radiation Characteristics

This subsection presents the measured and computed antenna’s
radiation patterns. The previous mutual coupling parameters (S

ij

)
analysis has shown that the maximal coupling reduction (MTM
antenna) is obtained for at 6 GHz. Thus experimental measurements
were performed at this frequency.

The radiation pattern has then been measured, on the
measurement StarGate (shown by Fig. 8) of the SATIMO Industries.
It consists in an arch, installed in a 5 £5 £ 5m3 anechoic chamber.
The antenna under test (AUT) mounted on the deformation device
is located on the top of a mast such as to be at the center of the
arch. The arch is equipped with several probes, regularly spaced
around the perimeter, being able to work in emitting or receiving mode.
Concerning our test measurement, the probes are set in receiving mode,
in order to acquire the radiation patterns along the µ elevation angle,
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Figure 6. Measured S-parameters in the planar (blue) and twisted
(red) configurations.

corresponding to each ¡ azimuth angle reached through the rotation
of the mast.

Figure 9 illustrates the bended and twisted configurations of the
AUT, and assembling of the antenna on the support (Fig. 9(b)).

Each of the eight patches of the array antenna was characterized
and separately fed while all the others were 50≠ adapted such as to
avoid radiation interferences. The reflector plane is finite size metallic
ground plane (or perfect electric plane, PEC).

4.2.1. Planar Configuration

Figure 10 presents the measured and computed E-plane (Fig. 10(a))
and H-plane (Fig. 10(b)) Cartesian radiation diagrams obtained for
patch 4, located in the middle of the patch network, in the planar case
(non-deformed structure), for the conventional and MTM antennas.
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Figure 7. Measured S-parameters in the planar (blue) and bended
(red) configurations.

Figure 8. The measurement StarGate of the SATIMO industries.

It appears that the computed results are in good agreement with the
measured radiation pattern in the [°60±, 60±] elevation angle range (µ),
but “edges eÆects” can be observed out of this range.
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Figure 9. The AUT and its supporting plate, (a) mechanical
boundary conditions, (b) components of the assembly, (c) +30±
Twisted AUT et (d) °70 mm bended AUT.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Cartesian radiation diagrams of patch 4, in (a) E-plane
and (b) H-plane.

This point could be explained as follows: the measured
antennas were manufactured with a finite metallic ground plane, and
consequently, the radiation characteristics are available in the whole
free space, i.e., the angular range goes from °180± to 180±. On
the other hand, as the patch antenna model corresponds to a cavity
recessed in an infinite metallic ground plane model, the radiation



patterns computed with CST software were post-processed in the upper
half-space, i.e., an angular range from°90± to 90± in the elevation view.
Then, the contribution of lower half-space electromagnetic fields can
not be taken into account via this numerical model.

Finally, it can be noticed in Fig. 10 that the main lobe (ML)
directions are respectively 0-degree (vertical) in the H-plane and
±18-degrees oriented from the vertical axis in the E-plane diagrams,
for conventional and MTM antennas. The EBG structures do not
aÆect the radiation patterns. Moreover, it reduces the back radiation
especially in the E-plane.

Figure 11 presents the total gain of the conventional and MTM
antennas in the planar configuration. It is obtained by summing the
individual gain of each of the 8 patches.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11. 8 patches Cartesian radiation diagrams, (a) E-plane for
the conventional antenna, (b) E-plane for the MTM antenna, (c) H-
plane for the conventional antenna, (d) H-plane for the MTM antenna.



It can be noticed that the measured data are well estimated by
CST EM numerical model. Moreover, the unitary radiation patterns
combination leads to a main lobe and some side secondary lobes, due
to the patch interspaces corresponding to Dpatches = ∏6GHz.

4.2.2. Twisting EÆects

Figure 12 presents the impact of a 30-degrees twisting angle on
measured H-plane polar radiation patterns for patch 2, located close
to the maximal mechanical strains zone (close to the twisting systems)
for the conventional (red curves) and MTM (blue curves) antennas.

It can be observed that the impact of the twisting (dotted curves)
lies in a tilt about 28 degrees of the H-plane radiation diagram in
comparison with the planar configuration (solid curves), whatever the
considered antenna. On the other hand, the shapes of polar radiation
diagram seem to be non-sensitive to this mechanical distortion
whatever the considered antenna. Finally, the EBG structures do not
aÆect the radiation patterns.

4.2.3. Bending Loads

Figure 13 presents the impact of a 70 mm tip bending displacement load
on measured E-plane polar radiation patterns for patch 4, located in
the middle of the patch network, close to the maximal mechanical
strains, for the conventional (red curves) and MTM (blue curves)
antennas. It can be observed that the impact of the bending (dotted
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Figure 12. Impact of twisting on
the H-plane polar patterns for the
patch 2.

y 

z 

Figure 13. Impact of bending
on the E-plane polar patterns for
patch 4.



curves) lies in a tilt about 11 degrees of the E-plane radiation diagram
in comparison with the planar configuration (solid curves), whatever
the considered antenna. Moreover, contrary to the twisting case, the
implementation of EBG structure induces a slight modification in the
radiation pattern shapes in planar and deformed configurations.

Finally, the impacts of twisting and bending distortions on the
total radiation patterns are presented in Fig. 14 (Cartesian) and
Fig. 15 (3D). The patterns are plotted in the cut planes in which the
deformation influence is logically expected. Accordingly, the twisting
eÆects are observed in the H-plane, while bending ones are observed in
the E-plane. It can be observed that the Main Lobes respectively shift
about °13± and °8± for the twisting and bending distortion compared
to the non-deformed configuration.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Combined Cartesian pattern, (a) “Planar-Twisted”
measurement — H-plane, and (b) “Planar-Bended” measurement —
E-plane.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 15. Recombined 3D polar pattern, (a) planar, y-z view,
(b) twisted, y-z view, (c) planar, x-z view and (d) bended, x-z view.



5. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of the prescribed mechanical deformations to an EBG
metamaterial-based antenna is investigated in this paper. Two
antennas have been manufactured: the first one is a conventional
antenna, composed of eight rectangular patches, whereas the other
one is equipped with squared EBG metamaterial structures, located
between the seven couples of patches. The EBG structures are
used here to reduce the mutual coupling. A 30 dB reduction has
been achieved according to some measurements performed around the
resonant frequency.

A mechanical experimental setup has been conceived to study the
electromagnetic behavior of the twisted and bended antennas. Results
show that the metamaterial performances of the EBG-based antenna
are not modified. Nevertheless, it is only observed that the main lobe
direction is sensitive to the structural deformation of the antenna.

In future works, it would be interesting to study other designs of
EBG-based patch antennas, so as to answer whether these conclusions
could be generalized.
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